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“THE BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI”



By

Elana, Siera, Derek, and Jared



SCENE I

ESTABLISHING SHOT:

EXT. OCEAN – NOON

The waters are CALM.

ZOOM TO:

EXT. BOAT - NOON

ADMIRAL is in his office working on a typewriter. MESSENGER

rushes in through the door in a PANIC.

MESSENGER:

(panicked)

1591 has been hit. There is serious

damage, sir. We might have to ditch.

ADMIRAL:

No. Send a helicopter.

MESSENGER:

Affirmative.

ADMIRAL:

Dispatch helicopter and tell wingman to

land immediately.

MESSENGER:

Wingman 1592 is requesting permission to

stay with the downed plane until the

helicopter arrives.

ADMIRAL:

Tell the wingman to orbit until helicopter

arrives.



DISSOLVE TO BLACK
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SCENE II

AERIAL SHOT

EXT. IN THE OCEAN – NOON

HARRY BRUBAKER is floating near the wreckage of an airplane

in the ocean. The water is strangely CALM and there is

little movement anywhere in the shot.

HARRY BRUBAKER (V.O.):

My name is Harry Brubaker, or 1591 to the

crew on the Savo.

I was in the military, before. But I got

out. Then the war came, and they pulled me

back in. Forced me to leave my home… my

wife.

JUMP CUT TO:

A plane is CRASHING into the OCEAN. There is a FRENZIED

feeling. Stop before the plane hits the ocean.

HARRY BRUBAKER (V.O.):

I was hit, and my plane crashed into the

frozen water that boarders Korea.

JUMP CUT TO:

CLOSE ON: HARRY BRUBAKER, still in the OCEAN near the

remains of the PLANE. The mood is SERENE.

HARRY BRUBAKER:

In the seas of Korea, a downed airman has

twenty minutes to live. That’s all. The

water is so bitterly cold that within five

minutes the hands are frozen, and the

face. In twelve minutes of immersion, the

arms become unable to function, and by the

twentieth minute, the pilot is frozen to

death.

CUT TO:

POV (HARRY BRUBAKER) A rescue HELICOPTER is hovering above.

DISSOLVE TO INT. INSIDE RESCUE HELICOPTER – NOON
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Inside the HELICOPTER NESTOR and MIKE FORNEY are

FRANTICALLY searching. Something catches NESTOR’s attention

NESTOR:

(excited)

I see him.

MIKE FORNEY picks up the receiver for a radio. He presses a

few buttons and then begins to speak

MIKE FORNEY:

(into a radio)

1592, go back to the ship. This is Mike

Forney. We have everything under control.

1592 (V.O.):

(over the radio)

That guy down there is Harry Brubaker. The

one whose wife and kids are waiting for

him in Yokosuka. Save him!

MIKE FORNEY:

(into the radio)

We always save ‘em.

NESTOR:

(matter of fact-ly)

He looks froze.

MIKE FORNEY:

(to NESTOR)

Nestor, if you have to jump in… I will

stay here until the other helicopter

arrives for you.

NESTOR:

I’ll have to go down.

NESTOR fastens a sling around his waist. Swish Pan to show

NESTOR’s descent from the HELICOPTER. NESTOR SPLASHES into
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the water.

NESTOR:

He’s okay.

NESTOR gives MIKE FORNEY a thumbs up.

MIKE FORNEY:

Lash him in.

NESTOR takes his sling off and fastens it around HARRY

BRUBAKER.

MIKE FORNEY’s helicopter flies away, with NESTOR alone in

the water. NESTOR floats in water as another HELICOPTER

appears.

NESTOR:

(relieved)

Thank you, Jesus, I’m saved.

The HELICOPTER drops a sling and NESTOR fastens himself in.

He feels RELIEVED.

CUT TO: MIKE FORNEY’s HELICOPTER.

INT. INSIDE THE HELICOPTER - EVENING

MIKE FORNEY picks up the RADIO receiver to report back to

the Savo

MIKE FORNEY:

(into the radio)

Two helicopters are coming home with two

frozen mackerel.

CUT TO:

EXT. THE SAVO (LOOKING IN THE AIR) – EVENING

Two HELICOPTERS and one AIRPLANE approaching the Savo.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. ON THE SAVO – EVENING

BEER BARREL is directing the HELICOPTERS and AIRPLANE to

land. Others are helping to clear the deck of items.
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BEER BARREL:

(shouting)

All down.

A VOICE comes over the INTERCOM. It says “CLEAR DECK”

BEER BARREL:

(to himself)

Don’t watch the sea, Junior. Watch me. Hit

me in the kisser with your left wing tank

and you’ll be all right.



The HELICOPTERS and AIRPLANE land safely. 1592 gets out of

the AIRPLANE and begins talking with BEER BARREL

BEER BARREL:

You fly real good, Junior. They rescue

Brubaker?

1592:

They got him.

SCENE III

CUT TO:

INT. ADMIRAL’S QUARTERS - EVENING

ADMIRAL, MIKE FORNEY, and NESTOR are in ADMIRAL’s office.

ADMIRAL is sitting at his desk and everyone else is

standing around him.

ADMIRAL:

(uninterested)

It must have been cold in the water.

MIKE FORNEY:

It was. Bitter.
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ADMIRAL:

I hope the doctor gave you something to

warm you up.

MIKE FORNEY:

Nestor here is too young, but I had

something.

ADMIRAL:

How’s the pilot?

MIKE FORNEY:

That pilot was a real man, sir. He

couldn’t move his hands or arms, but he

never whimpered.

NESTOR:

Because he fainted, sir.

ADMIRAL:

Is there any way we could improve the

rescue sling?

NESTOR:

Nope. If their hands freeze someone has to

go and rescue them.

ADMIRAL:

The Navy is proud of men like you. Keep up

the good work. By the way, who was the

pilot?

MIKE FORNEY:

Brubaker, sir.

ADMIRAL:

(To himself)

How strange that it should have been him.

(To MIKE FORNEY)

Where is he?
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MIKE FORNEY:

In the sick bank, sir.

Everyone walks out of ADMIRAL’s office.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. SICK BANK – EVENING

There are many empty COTS in the room, assorted medicinal

supplies are strewn about. HARRY BRUBAKER is in a COT near

the door. The ADMIRAL and a DOCTOR are talking.

ADMIRAL:

Is there any chance I could talk to

Brubaker?

DOCTOR:

He’s suffered exposure, but when he’s

feeling up to it I will send him to your

office.

CUT TO:

INT. ADMIRAL’S OFFICE – EVENING

ADMIRAL is sitting at his desk READING a document. There is

a KNOCK at the door and an AIDE peeks in.

AIDE:

It’s Brubaker, sir.

ADMIRAL:

Send him in.

HARRY BRUBAKER walks in, looking PALE

HARRY BRUBACKER:

(sheepishly)

Can I help you, sir?

ADMIRAL:

How’d the Banshee take the water?
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HARRY BRUBAKER:

She’s fine if you fly her in. I tried to

keep the tail down, but every time I

neared the water she wanted to land nose

first. Almost let her until I remembered

an October night when my family was

burning leaves. At the end, my mother

poured water on them. I can still recall

the ugly smell. Never want to smell that

again. But when she finally hit the water,

there it was. There was that ugly smell.

ADMIRAL:

You did good. Impressed your wingman. He

refused to leave before the rescue crew

arrived.

HARRY BRUBAKER:

That’s nice to hear, but I doubt that’s

the reason you brought me in here. What

can I really help you with, sir?

ADMIRAL:

You can get better. We need you out there.

HARRY BRUBACKER:

What if I’d rather be done?

ADMIRAL:

You don’t. You’re a good man. Reminds me

of how my son was before he died. You’ll

do right by your country.

HARRY BRUBACKER:

What if my country isn’t a good enough

reason?

ADMIRAL:

Make it that way. We’re going to be

remembered, son. A messenger will run in

and tell the commissars “They even knocked

out the bridges at Toko-Ri.” We will be

heroes for that. That should be a good
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enough reason.

HARRY BRUBACKER:

What if it’s not?

HARRY BRUBAKER looks off into the distance

DISSOLVE TO:

STOCK SHOT of the OCEAN

DISSOLVE TO BLACK
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SCENE I

ESTABLISHING SHOT:

EXT. OCEAN – NOON

The waters are CALM.

ZOOM TO:

EXT. BOAT - NOON

ADMIRAL is in his office working on a typewriter. MESSENGER

rushes in through the door in a PANIC.

MESSENGER:

(panicked)

1591 has been hit. There is serious

damage, sir. We might have to ditch.

ADMIRAL:

No. Send a helicopter.

MESSENGER:

Affirmative.

ADMIRAL:

Dispatch helicopter and tell wingman to

land immediately.

MESSENGER:

Wingman 1592 is requesting permission to

stay with the downed plane until the

helicopter arrives.

ADMIRAL:

Tell the wingman to orbit until helicopter

arrives.



DISSOLVE TO BLACK
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SCENE II

AERIAL SHOT

EXT. IN THE OCEAN – NOON

HARRY BRUBAKER is floating near the wreckage of an airplane

in the ocean. The water is strangely CALM and there is

little movement anywhere in the shot.

HARRY BRUBAKER (V.O.):

My name is Harry Brubaker, or 1591 to the

crew on the Savo.

I was in the military, before. But I got

out. Then the war came, and they pulled me

back in. Forced me to leave my home… my

wife.

JUMP CUT TO:

A plane is CRASHING into the OCEAN. There is a FRENZIED

feeling. Stop before the plane hits the ocean.

HARRY BRUBAKER (V.O.):

I was hit, and my plane crashed into the

frozen water that boarders Korea.

JUMP CUT TO:

CLOSE ON: HARRY BRUBAKER, still in the OCEAN near the

remains of the PLANE. The mood is SERENE.

HARRY BRUBAKER:

In the seas of Korea, a downed airman has

twenty minutes to live. That’s all. The

water is so bitterly cold that within five

minutes the hands are frozen, and the

face. In twelve minutes of immersion, the

arms become unable to function, and by the

twentieth minute, the pilot is frozen to

death.

CUT TO:

POV (HARRY BRUBAKER) A rescue HELICOPTER is hovering above.

DISSOLVE TO INT. INSIDE RESCUE HELICOPTER – NOON
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Inside the HELICOPTER NESTOR and MIKE FORNEY are

FRANTICALLY searching. Something catches NESTOR’s attention

NESTOR:

(excited)

I see him.

MIKE FORNEY picks up the receiver for a radio. He presses a

few buttons and then begins to speak

MIKE FORNEY:

(into a radio)

1592, go back to the ship. This is Mike

Forney. We have everything under control.

1592 (V.O.):

(over the radio)

That guy down there is Harry Brubaker. The

one whose wife and kids are waiting for

him in Yokosuka. Save him!

MIKE FORNEY:

(into the radio)

We always save ‘em.

NESTOR:

(matter of fact-ly)

He looks froze.

MIKE FORNEY:

(to NESTOR)

Nestor, if you have to jump in… I will

stay here until the other helicopter

arrives for you.

NESTOR:

I’ll have to go down.

NESTOR fastens a sling around his waist. Swish Pan to show

NESTOR’s descent from the HELICOPTER. NESTOR SPLASHES into
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the water.

NESTOR:

He’s okay.

NESTOR gives MIKE FORNEY a thumbs up.

MIKE FORNEY:

Lash him in.

NESTOR takes his sling off and fastens it around HARRY

BRUBAKER.

MIKE FORNEY’s helicopter flies away, with NESTOR alone in

the water. NESTOR floats in water as another HELICOPTER

appears.

NESTOR:

(relieved)

Thank you, Jesus, I’m saved.

The HELICOPTER drops a sling and NESTOR fastens himself in.

He feels RELIEVED.

CUT TO: MIKE FORNEY’s HELICOPTER.

INT. INSIDE THE HELICOPTER - EVENING

MIKE FORNEY picks up the RADIO receiver to report back to

the Savo

MIKE FORNEY:

(into the radio)

Two helicopters are coming home with two

frozen mackerel.

CUT TO:

EXT. THE SAVO (LOOKING IN THE AIR) – EVENING

Two HELICOPTERS and one AIRPLANE approaching the Savo.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. ON THE SAVO – EVENING

BEER BARREL is directing the HELICOPTERS and AIRPLANE to

land. Others are helping to clear the deck of items.
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BEER BARREL:

(shouting)

All down.

A VOICE comes over the INTERCOM. It says “CLEAR DECK”

BEER BARREL:

(to himself)

Don’t watch the sea, Junior. Watch me. Hit

me in the kisser with your left wing tank

and you’ll be all right.



The HELICOPTERS and AIRPLANE land safely. 1592 gets out of

the AIRPLANE and begins talking with BEER BARREL

BEER BARREL:

You fly real good, Junior. They rescue

Brubaker?

1592:

They got him.

SCENE III

CUT TO:

INT. ADMIRAL’S QUARTERS - EVENING

ADMIRAL, MIKE FORNEY, and NESTOR are in ADMIRAL’s office.

ADMIRAL is sitting at his desk and everyone else is

standing around him.

ADMIRAL:

(uninterested)

It must have been cold in the water.

MIKE FORNEY:

It was. Bitter.
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ADMIRAL:

I hope the doctor gave you something to

warm you up.

MIKE FORNEY:

Nestor here is too young, but I had

something.

ADMIRAL:

How’s the pilot?

MIKE FORNEY:

That pilot was a real man, sir. He

couldn’t move his hands or arms, but he

never whimpered.

NESTOR:

Because he fainted, sir.

ADMIRAL:

Is there any way we could improve the

rescue sling?

NESTOR:

Nope. If their hands freeze someone has to

go and rescue them.

ADMIRAL:

The Navy is proud of men like you. Keep up

the good work. By the way, who was the

pilot?

MIKE FORNEY:

Brubaker, sir.

ADMIRAL:

(To himself)

How strange that it should have been him.

(To MIKE FORNEY)

Where is he?
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MIKE FORNEY:

In the sick bank, sir.

Everyone walks out of ADMIRAL’s office.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. SICK BANK – EVENING

There are many empty COTS in the room, assorted medicinal

supplies are strewn about. HARRY BRUBAKER is in a COT near

the door. The ADMIRAL and a DOCTOR are talking.

ADMIRAL:

Is there any chance I could talk to

Brubaker?

DOCTOR:

He’s suffered exposure, but when he’s

feeling up to it I will send him to your

office.

CUT TO:

INT. ADMIRAL’S OFFICE – EVENING

ADMIRAL is sitting at his desk READING a document. There is

a KNOCK at the door and an AIDE peeks in.

AIDE:

It’s Brubaker, sir.

ADMIRAL:

Send him in.

HARRY BRUBAKER walks in, looking PALE

HARRY BRUBACKER:

(sheepishly)

Can I help you, sir?

ADMIRAL:

How’d the Banshee take the water?
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HARRY BRUBAKER:

She’s fine if you fly her in. I tried to

keep the tail down, but every time I

neared the water she wanted to land nose

first. Almost let her until I remembered

an October night when my family was

burning leaves. At the end, my mother

poured water on them. I can still recall

the ugly smell. Never want to smell that

again. But when she finally hit the water,

there it was. There was that ugly smell.

ADMIRAL:

You did good. Impressed your wingman. He

refused to leave before the rescue crew

arrived.

HARRY BRUBAKER:

That’s nice to hear, but I doubt that’s

the reason you brought me in here. What

can I really help you with, sir?

ADMIRAL:

You can get better. We need you out there.

HARRY BRUBACKER:

What if I’d rather be done?

ADMIRAL:

You don’t. You’re a good man. Reminds me

of how my son was before he died. You’ll

do right by your country.

HARRY BRUBACKER:

What if my country isn’t a good enough

reason?

ADMIRAL:

Make it that way. We’re going to be

remembered, son. A messenger will run in

and tell the commissars “They even knocked

out the bridges at Toko-Ri.” We will be

heroes for that. That should be a good
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enough reason.

HARRY BRUBACKER:

What if it’s not?

HARRY BRUBAKER looks off into the distance

DISSOLVE TO:

STOCK SHOT of the OCEAN

DISSOLVE TO BLACK
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